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Daihatsu mini commercial vehicle

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. to launch limited edition HIJET Cargo

HIJET Cargo Cruise Turbo “Limited”

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereinafter Daihatsu) will launch new limited edition versions of the
HIJET Cargo mini commercial vehicle and the HIJET Truck mini commercial vehicle with improved
specifications of the manufacturer’s options nationwide simultaneously on October 3.
Daihatsu has made three grades available for the new limited edition versions: Deluxe, Cruise, and
Cruise Turbo. These versions feature stylish exteriors, including exclusive body colors and plated
front grills*1, and a high-quality, chic interior with a waterproof, full-fabric seat for all seats, as well as
seat upholstery and door trim, both of which are uniformly colored black. In addition, this limited
edition is available at a affordable price and comes with a long-term guarantee: three-year guarantee
for rust on the surface of outer body panel and five-year guarantee for rust holes in the outer body
panel. Likewise, some changes have been made to the specifications for the Deck Van, a specialty
model series of the HIJET Cargo, to make them more affordably priced.
Daihatsu improved some of the manufacturer’s specifications of the HIJET Truck mini commercial
vehicle. The company changed the content of the Color Selection Package, adding urban night blue
crystal metallic and muscat green metallic*2. It also improved the quality of the interior, such at a
affordable price silver decorations to the audio/heater control cluster of the instrumental panel.
*1: Only for limited edition versions of the Cruise and Cruise turbo.
*2: A total of nine colors can be selected: white, which is the standard color, and the eight colors available in the Color Selection Package.
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＊Overview of limited edition versions of HIJET Cargo＊
「Limited edition Deluxe, limited edition Cruise, and limited edition Cruise Turbo
・Plated front grill*3
Exterior

・Exclusive body color (urban night blue crystal metallic, muscat green metallic, mist
blue mica metallic, and tonico orange metallic)
・Top shade glass*4
・Sliver meter and center cluster
・Full-fabric seat upholstery (black, water-repellent)

Interior

・Door trim (black)
・Cargo area LED lamp※3
・Integrated CD/AM/FM radio/AUX terminal and 16 cm speaker with face plate
(black)
・ABS (with EBD)※4

Function

・Special guarantee for rust (3 years for outer body plate and 5 years for rust holes
in the outer body panel)

*3: Only for limited edition versions of the Cruise and Cruise turbo.
*4: Only for the limited edition version of the Deluxe (equipped as standard for the Cruise and Cruise Turbo)

＊Content of Color Selection Package for HIJET Truck＊
・Body color
Urban night blue crystal metallic (additional color)
Muscat green metallic (additional color)
Mist blue mica metallic
Bright silver metallic
Black mica metallic
Offbeat khaki metallic
Light rose mica metallic
Tonico orange metallic
・Colored door outer steering wheel (same color as the body)
・Colored door mirror (painted black*5)
・Smoked-glass window (rear window)*6
・Audio/heater control cluster (silver decoration)
*5: The body color is the same when bright silver metallic is selected.
*6: Only the standard is available. Equipped as standard with the Extra and the Jumbo.
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＊Manufacturer's suggested retail price (MSRP)＊
[HIJET Cargo]
Grade

Engine

Drive
2WD

Deluxe “Limited edition”
Part-time 4WD
NA※7
2WD

Cruise “Limited”
Part-time 4WD

2WD
☆

Cruise Turbo “Limited”

TC※8
Part-time 4WD

2WD
Deck Van
Part-time 4WD

2WD
Deck Van G

NA※7
Part-time 4WD

2WD
Deck Van GL
Part-time 4WD
◎The price does not include the recycling charge.
※7:Naturally Aspirated engine
※8:Turbo Charger engine

5MT

Price
(tax included)
1,060,971

4AT

1,122,686

5MT

1,194,685

4AT

1,256,400

5MT

1,153,543

4AT

1,215,257

5MT

1,287,257

4AT

1,348,972

5MT

1,251,257

4AT

1,333,543

5MT

1,384,971

4AT

1,467,257

5MT

1,136,314

4AT

1,198,029

5MT

1,270,028

4AT

1,331,743

5MT

1,222,714

4AT

1,284,429

5MT

1,356,428

4AT

1,418,143

5MT

1,255,114

4AT

1,316,829

5MT

1,388,828

4AT

1,450,543

Transmission

☆: Pictured vehicle

